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Appendix 2: Vocal and choral genres 

The table overleaf will help you spot some of the most common vocal and choral genres 
encountered in listening exams. The information below helps narrow down the possibilities 
from what initially might seem like a bewildering number of different genres. A combination 
of language, vocal (and instrumental) forces and style period characteristics (e.g. 
Classical) will normally leave you with just one or two possibles. For example, if the words 
are Latin, the voices have an instrumental accompaniment and the style period seems 
Classical, you are almost certainly listening to a Classical mass, possibly by Mozart or 
Haydn. 
 
Here are some further examples of using the information in the table to help decide on the 
genre: 
 
 

 If the text is Latin ...  
o the music is a Mass (listen out for Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, Benedictus, 

Agnus Dei) OR 
o the music is a motet 

 
 

 If a singer is accompanied by piano ... 
o and the words are German, it is a Lied  
o and the words are French, it is a Chanson 

 
 

 If the text is in German and has instrumental accompaniment ... 
o and seems to be sacred (listen for Gott, Christ, Jesu), it is either a cantata or 

an oratorio 
o and it seems to be secular, it is probably opera, in which case listen out for 

markers of Baroque, Classical or Romantic style 
 

 

 If the music is a cappella ...  
o and in Latin, it is a Renaissance Mass or Motet 
o and in English ...  

 and the words seem to be sacred, it is an Anthem 
 and the words seem to be secular, it is a Madrigal 
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Genre Function Period(s) Language Listen out for … Notes Representative Composers 

Mass Sacred 
(liturgical) 

Renaissance Latin  a cappella 

 highly refined polyphonic style 

Setting of official rites of the 
Catholic church in Latin (some 
later examples in vernacular) 

Palestrina 
 

Baroque  see German cantata above but in 
Latin. 

 Bach 

Classical   choir and orchestra plus 
soloists 

 Mozart 

Romantic 
onwards 

 Large-scale settings of Latin words 
in any Romantic or C20 style 

 Brahms, Faure, Stravinsky 

Motet Sacred 
(mostly) 

 

Renaissance  Latin  polyphonic texture 

 Gabrieli’s polychoral motets 
(often involving instruments as 
well) 

The motet is essentially a sacred 
madrigal most important in the 
Medieval and Renaissance 
periods, although a number have 
been written in the Baroque and 
later. 

Lassus; Gabrieli  

Cantata 
(German) 

Sacred (non-
liturgical) 

Late 
Baroque 

German  continuo 

 mixture of solo and chorus;  

 chorale settings 

 complex textures  

Early eighteenth century 
collection of recitatives, arias and 
choruses composed to sacred 
texts – usually a mixture of 
biblical extracts and specially 
written poetic texts. 

Bach 

Oratorio Sacred (non-
liturgical) 

Baroque 
onwards 

Vernacular  Contemporary operatic styles with a 
religious text. Oratorios on Easter 
story are called passions 

There are earlier Italian 
examples, but the most well 
known tend to be in German or 
English. 

Telemann, Handel, Haydn, 
Mendelssohn, Elgar, 
Stravinsky. 

Anthem Sacred Renaissance 
/ Baroque / 
C20 

English  a cappella choral sacred music 
in English 

 alternation of solo and chorus 
(with instruments) for verse 
anthem 

English replaced Latin in church 
services In 1549, hence the rise 
of the anthem from this point.  

Byrd; Gibbons (late Ren.) 
 
Purcell; Handel (Baroque) 
 
Parry; Stanford (C20) 

Cantata 
(Italian) 

Secular Baroque Italian see Italian opera 

 continuo 

 solo voices (no choruses) 
 

Early seventeenth century 
collection of recitatives and arias 
composed to secular texts – like 
a short excerpt from an opera. 
 

Scarlatti 
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Genre Function Period(s) Language Listen out for … Notes Representative Composers 

Opera Secular Early Baroque 
Italian 

Italian  instrumental accomp. & continuo 

 long, dramatic accompanied 
recitative 

 shorter dance-like arias 

See Baroque opera handout for 
more detail on early and mid 
Baroque Italian opera. 
 

Monteverdi 

Opera seria 
(late Baroque / 
early Classical) 

Italian  instrumental accomp. & continuo 
(if Baroque) 

 short and dry recitative 

 florid and expressive arias 

The term for serious Italian opera 
from around 1710-1770 including 
Handel and later Mozart. [see 
Baroque opera handout for 
differences in French opera] 

Handel, Mozart 

Opera buffa Italian  Classical orchestra 

 more light-hearted, Classical 
style 

 use of bass solo voice 

Starting in late Baroque, move 
away from serious mythical 
subjects to the more realistic and 
light-hearted comic opera that was 
influential until the early 19

th
 

century. 

Scarlatti, Mozart, Rossini 

Romantic Various Brief summary of some of the main styles: 

 Bel canto – virtuosic but basically Classical style 

 Verdi – more direct and forceful style 

 Puccini – more dramatic and obviously Romantic 

 Wagner (music drama) – prominent orchestral writing, highly chromatic, 
use of leitmotifs 

Rossini,  
Verdi 
Puccini 
Wagner 

Madrigal Secular Late 
Renaissance / 
Early Baroque 

Vernacul
ar 

 most likely a cappella  

 Italian or English words 

 writing tends to be quite virtuosic 
and exuberant (whether serious 
or light-hearted) 

 Ballett includes “Fa la” chorus 

Originating in sixteenth century 
Italy, the madrigal appears both 
serious and lighter forms. There is 
an important Italian tradition of 
accompanied solo madrigals, but 
the a cappella madrigal is more 
likely to come up in an exam. 

Italian: Monteverdi, Lassus 
 
English: Morley, Weelkes 

Lied Secular Romantic (and 
some 
Classical) 

German  solo song in German 

 piano accompaniment 

 concentrated and refined style of 
writing 

The lied has a long history but the 
most common are Romantic 
German songs. 

Schubert, Schumann 
 
Wolf (more chromatic) 

Air  Secular Renaissance 
and Baroque 

English   lute and voice 

 often strophic 

Most often used to refer to English 
lute songs of the seventeenth 
century. Can also refer to melodic 
instrumental pieces in Baroque. 

Dowland; Campion 

Chanson Secular Renaissance 
and C19 

French  lute / keyboard (Renaissance) 

 Piano (Romantic/C20) 

In A2 music you are most likely to encounter composers such as 
Faure and Debussy; the chanson was at its height in the late 
Mediaeval/early Renaissance period, before our course begins 


